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Abstract

LOLLIPOP, DON’T BE A HERO
By Jennida Chase
A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Masters of
Fine Art at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2009
Major Director: Sonali Gulati
Professor, Department of Photography-Film

Lollipop, Don’t Be a Hero explores the conceptual and visual themes that are
presented in my MFA thesis exhibition. This thesis recounts the development of my work
during the two years of graduate study at the VCU Photography and Film Department.
The research looks into historical and contemporary ideas within art, social and
philosophical commentary and literature, which influence my creative process and
aesthetic. This work investigates the idea of giving a voice to a specific section of the
working class.
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Introduction
Vaguely hung-over, she’s been on auto-pilot, gossiping at the end of the bar with
her co-workers for over an hour. It’s a Tuesday evening, all opening sidework is
finished. There are no tables yet, the boss is not in the house and there isn’t much
hope in making much cash tonight. Its probably dead everywhere else too. Initial
squabbles about who should be cut first erupt every few minutes. The
dishwasher, who is freshly out of lock-up is undressing the waitress with his eyes.
She knows it and walks away. The head chef walks out the front door, says he is
going to look and see if anyone else on the block has any business—everyone
knows he is making a b-line to the martini bar four doors down to do a shot of
Jameson. In an hour and a half, the place will be packed, pushed to the hilt,
drinks flying off the bar, plates flying off the line, and a wild look in all of the
staff members eyes. Five hours and a hundred and thirty seven covers later,
everyone is in varying stages of doing their closing sidework, making plans for
how and where to unwind. This scene will repeat itself tomorrow and the next
day and perhaps for the next decade. The waitress continues on in an abusive
relationship with her employment until one day she wakes up hundreds of miles
off course in life, with little to show for the past several years.

In the restaurant industry, where widespread deficiencies in respect and common decency
run rampant, the normalization of destructive behavior becomes a commonplace.
According to the National Restaurant Association this industry employs an estimate of 13
million people or 9% of the workforce in the U.S. and is expected to add another 1.8
million jobs over the next decade.1 Nearly half of all adults have worked in the restaurant
industry in their lives2, yet the inability to constructively deal with the frustrations of
work allows for numerous, negative, even destructive cycles to persist among restaurant
employees. I spent more then a decade scratching out an income in this business, and it
is from these years of frustration that my thesis work is born.
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My thesis is a response to the experience of working within the restaurant industry, where
everyday routine erupts into absurdity. There are two parts to my work. First, I collected
the stories of waitron and reconstituted them in the form of a script for a film. 'Lollipop,
Don’t Be A Hero' is filmic exercise in collaboration, within a collective lucid dream. The
film is a fantasy functioning in the twilight between the ‘waitron’ collective unconscious
and the rational desire to control one’s own destiny. Second, the collected stories were
served to the public in the tradition of passed hors d'oeuvres at the opening for the film.
The goal of both parts of my thesis is to present and discuss frustration. Ultimately, these
pieces attempt to process, confront and diffuse negative experiences in order to overcome
them.

It is the aim of my thesis to discuss class and social interactions through the lens of the
restaurant industry and to use absurdity to discuss these matters, particularly frustration
within the industry. My thesis work revolves around representing the act of giving a
voice to restaurant workers. I began my project by collecting memories, stories of my
own and those of people who have been through this industry. The stories were gathered
from currently working or retired ‘front of the house’ employees meaning waiters,
bartenders and other people who work in the dining room. The recordings took place in
Richmond and Norfolk, Virginia; though some of the stories told occurred in other
locations throughout the United States. Almost all were people I knew and had worked
with in various eras of my employment history.
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Even in this economic downturn, according to the NEA, restaurant-industry sales are
forecast to advance 2.5% in 2009 to equal 4% of the U.S. gross domestic product. The
industry has a tremendous impact on our society. On a typical day in America in 2009,
more than 130 million individuals will be foodservice patrons.3 It is the goal of my thesis
to use the restaurant industry in order to discuss class and social interaction.

Waitron is the slang term implying robotic, non-human wait-staff, who are located within
a sub-section of the working class also known as the food service industry. Waitron
generally are afforded few rights, they are continuously treated without respect. They
often assume the position of negotiator between business and patron and their income
depends on pleasing both parties. In my experience, which was also echoed in the stories
of my comrades, the position can sometimes feel like modern-day indentured servitude.
In higher-end establishments, Waitron are expected to be invisible and to anticipate the
patrons needs before they even realize their own. In less inexpensive establishments,
waitron can at times feel like a cross between private dancers and an emotional punching
bag. While in any type of establishment major abuses can be and often are inflicted from
inside the company.

Based on my personal observations and the stated experience of fellow employees,
waitron can potentially make more money than other professions (upward of 40k in
minor cities and sometimes upward of 80k in major ones, though these figures can be
hard to substantiate due to widespread tax evasion). Yet waitron rarely receive health
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benefits from employers. Waiting tables is usually considered a temporary job therefore it
never offers professional stability. It is simply an unromantic means to an end, or what
one does while waiting to begin his or her “real” career. Sadly, people can be lost in the
industry for years on end, addicted to the fast cash.4
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Past Work

At the beginning of my studies in graduate school, I began investigating restaurant
employees, my tribe within the working class. The work included a process of play
between myself and my subjects—most of whom I was already acquainted with. Either
on or off the clock I would photograph the subjects reenacting their experiences in the
workplace. Though an element of documentation exists in that series, it cannot truly be
considered documentary photography or photo-journalism. I was not in any way
objective in the process. I highly directed the play and invented the scenarios for the
employees to perform, which is not customary among documentary photographers. This
work began my two-year investigation of restaurant culture as a vehicle for investigation
into class structure.

Untitled photograph from Waitron Series (2008)
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Two of my earlier works serve as studies for the interactive, sound performance element
of my thesis, The Secret Life of Cotton, and The Listening Dinner Party. Both attempted
to deal with performance and interaction. They were valuable learning experiences and
necessary steps in my progression to this element of my thesis.

The Listening Dinner Party was both a performative sound installation and a social
investigation. I wrote a multi-course menu complete with complimentary beverages. All
of the recipes for the dishes were turned into alternative music/soundtrack scores. Each
food ingredient was translated into a sound ingredient. I developed themes for all types
of ingredients. I treated all spices in one way, all dairy in another and so on. Then the
dishes were reconstituted sonically and served to my audience. This process of unifying
elements of sound and interactivity was successful on its own terms and ignited
interesting debates around the presentation.

The Secret Life of Cotton was an interactive video installation and experimental artist's
book inspired by the short story, The Secret Life of Walter Mitty. The piece consisted of a
banquet table in the center of the gallery, which was set with refreshments to be served at
the opening. There were six panels of glass (serving as window panes) which were
stamped with the text "How many countless shifts began with staring out windows
inventing possibilities" Each pane had food served on it. The people attending the show
came up to the piece to collect their refreshments. On the table was an endless white
tablecloth. The back end of the tablecloth remained attached to the bolt on which it was
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sold. The front end of the tablecloth extended up towards the ceiling. Walking into the
room, the spectator was greeted with a rear-projection video loop, which was meant to be
a manifestation of the identity that the tablecloth wanted the spectator to see: it's true self.
The tablecloth may have been asked to lay down and serve the general public, but truly
the very fabric of its being knows who it really is, and projects itself to the world as
depicted in the video loop: a wild and mysterious flying bird puppet-- meant to parade
down the street in celebration (not lay down in subjugation).

As a direct result of this installation experience, I realized that because food was not the
center of piece, the “table-cloth” which was the physical metaphor that stood for the
notion of service/servitude required more prominence. More precisely, it was the
emotional experience of working as a wait-person that seemed to be what I wanted to
focus on. It was time to remove the window panes and extract the video projection from
the tablecloth. I needed to investigate the realm of the experience of working in a
restaurant. This became an excellent departure point towards my next project Strange
Fits of Passion We Have Known.

Video detail of Secret Life of Cotton 2007
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My film Strange Fits of Passion We Have Known served as a study for my thesis film
Lollipop, Don’t Be a Hero. Strange Fits was an exploration of the emotional space that
one inhabits within the physical space of a restaurant. In particular, the film addresses the
question: “Where can boredom and frustration lead?” Named after an 18th century poem
by William Wordsworth, this short piece is about the places to which imagination can
transport a person while he or she is performing tasks. Rooted in an industry where
performance dictates income, the over worked wait-staff of a small restaurant defies
expectations and dive headlong into surreal acts of vengeance and degradation. The line
between reality and fantasy is blurred.

Strange Fits was shot in video and on location in a Richmond restaurant. Akin to
Korida’s Afterlife, the piece comprised wait-staff that were a combination of nonprofessional actors and employees of the restaurant where the piece was filmed. The
cast would come to the restaurant in their work uniforms during their days off, and
proceeded to shoot without permission from the establishment. The piece toyed with the
notions of documentary and narrative. The piece was shot on location, with available
light and non-actors, most of whom worked in the establishment. However, all actions
were directed, and scenarios were altered fictional realities that were immersed in
slapstick humor. I chose to immerse the piece in satirical humor since it is a powerful
coping mechanism, and a relevant one within the restaurant industry where degradation is
continually normalized.
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The footage was changed to sepia toned black and white, after which it was striped of all
sound recorded at the time of filming, in order to dislodge reality. The piece was scored
with an ambient wash of sound and partial foley, then sprinkled with an echoing, distant,
melodic voice in order to give an eerie quality which insinuated madness.

Video stills from Strange Fits of Passion We Have Known (2008)
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Historical/Contemporary Context

There are many pieces of art, ideas within philosophy and works of literature that have
inspired and informed my thesis project. Ideas that circulate in my thesis include the oral
tradition, interactive work, revisionist literature and highly stylized work from within
film/video history.

I have always loved listening to stories, and literature has been a source of inspiration for
my work.5 Because of my interest in reclamation of the past or confronting unpleasant,
negative realities, I have developed an interest in revisionist literature.

In revisionist literature untold stories of minor elements in great works were re-examined
by different authors to expose cultural realities not previously addressed. For example, in
Wide Sargasso Sea, Jean Rhys depicted the minor role of the mad Creole woman from
Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre. The minor character is fleshed out and given a back-story
and a reason for madness and her arson at the end of Jane Eyre. Wicked, the Novel
recently adapted for by Gregory Maguire falls into this category as the story of the
Wicked Witch of the West from The Wonderful Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum. And
one could argue that The Difference Engine by William Gibson and Bruce Sterling is also
in the tradition of the revisionist literature. Almost all of the characters in the steampunk
sci-fi book are either real people, those who exist in the era in which the book takes
place, or fictional characters from other works of fiction from that era.
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Inspired by this tradition, my thesis tries to give a face to and humanize what most of the
public would consider minor parts—restaurant wait-staff. I take a real person and reimagine the stories they told to construct the script. Many of the people are then cast in
roles in the film, some as themselves and some are cast as other players.

Fritz Lang’s 1927 science fiction film Metropolis was a social comment on class division.
The film used the metaphor of cogs in a wheel and mechanical structure to represent the
working class’s anonymous labor for the benefit of the wealthy. This film falls late in
German Expressionist film, which has long been a strong influence on my work. That
style has an emphasis on non-realism, themes of madness and betrayal, and in the case of
Metropolis, “boldly outrageous sets”6. Charlie Chaplin’s 1937 film Modern Times, also a
social commentary, used cogs and gears in its factory scene. I added gears and cogs to
parts of my set to reference to these classic works, which placed my restaurant staff into
the working class metaphor.

Film still from Fritz Lang’s Metropolis (1927)
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Film still from Charlie Chaplin’s Modern Times (1937)

Located somewhere between kitsch and poetry, the work of Guy Maddin never ceases to
amaze and inspire me. In my opinion, there has never been a more glorious blend of
utter beauty and strange profanity than in his 2004 short Sissy Boy Slap Party. I find all
of his work to be incredibly, if not devastatingly beautiful. He often works in the silent
film genre his subject matter is absurd and his tone is irreverent.
Derek Hill of Images Journal describes “Fabulist”, Guy Maddin’s work:
“His films are black comedic excursions into the netherworlds of silent
film…They’re playful, complex, hilarious, and exquisite; a perfect melange of
high art and camp. Cinematic images that can only be described as post-modern
phantasms.”7
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Film stills from Guy Maddin’s Sissy Boy Slap Pary (1995)

I have been drawn to collaborative/participatory work. A contemporary example of this
is Swiss artist Elodie Pong’s video piece Secrets For Sale. That piece was the product of
an elaborate multimedia piece. Random strangers divulged their secrets in the AND/ARN
(Any Deal Now / Any Reality Now) which according to Pong’s website “was an
interactive installation addressed to one person at the time. In the AND/ARN each visitor
was invited to confide and then contractually sell (anonymously on demand) a personal
secret.”8 The website for the project claimed that it “oscillates between voyeurism and
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assertive self-expression.” I would like to apply that description to the experience of
listening to the wild tales of our waitron—to hear what they really do in the back, when
no one is looking. The waitron act with assertive self-expression and the participant is
the voyeur.

Video still from Elodie Pong’s Secrets for Sale (2003)
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Thesis Work
“…literally, I was like—BLEEDING! And, I’m like ‘Oh Crap!’ and I get some
napkins and put them on my face. I walk out of the server station to go see my
manager and my table stops me and wants to know where their eggs are and they
weren’t very nice about it, they were pretty rude. They were just like: ‘where are
their meals and what is going on…’ I took the napkin, coz I’m still holding it to
my face, while they are talking to me, I took it off and was like: ‘Ma’am,
unfortunately I am currently bleeding, and I have to go find my manager, coz
obviously I am going to need several stitches! But, thank you for being concerned
for me, and I will find out where your meals are!’ I put the napkin back on my
face, coz its STILL BLEEDING! And I went to find my manager…”9
I collected, and continue to collect voice recordings of waitron telling a wide range of
personal experiences of life in the restaurant industry. In doing this exercise of recording,
I followed the age-old idea of the oral tradition, and acted as a sort of social librarian. I
filed the words of “unimportant people” discussing aspects of a specific section of
culture, and organize them into a digital, sonic package. Statistics from the National
Restaurant Association state that one in four adults say they got their first job experience
in the restaurant industry. In a culture so impacted by this industry, I felt inclined to
attempt a socio-historical archive of experiences of the people within my own social
background and economic class.

Considering the “common man”, a subject worthy of investigation, is a major
undercurrent in my work. Studs Terkel’s recordings of the common worker and his or
her experience were a source of inspiration. Terkel collected stories from the ‘everybody
who's nobody and the nobody who's everybody’ illuminating the working class of
America. A review in 1974 By Marshall Berman in the New York Times of WORKING
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People Talk About What They Do All Day and How They Feel About What They Do
describes Terkel’s book and its motives to level the playing field and render us all human.

“Terkel has spent most of his life working this river, investigating the lives of the
"common," "ordinary" people who fill our land, trying to make their stories seen
and heard, in the hope of showing the people how much we all have in common
"deep down," and brining us together to work to change a social system that
strains and drains us all”10
This is a good example of someone working in a modernized version of the oral tradition,
the age-old idea of the passing of stories on to the future and describing life as we know
it. I have been collecting stories from a very specific section of the working class: the
American waitron. I listened to them describe what they do and how they feel about it.

Studs Terkel at the mic, circa 1960 (photo: Russ Arnold)

Besides incorporating the waitron stories into the script of Lollipop, I used them in an
interactive sound performance section of my thesis project. I channeled these stories into
the participant’s ears to guide their experience like a huge stream of consciousness
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transmission from the dark side of the kitchen, or from shadows in the bar across the
street.

In my recordings, a wide range of candid stories have been shared. Everything from the
recounting of mundane work related tasks, to injuries sustained on the clock, to general
conditions in certain restaurants, to stories of negative or embarrassing encounters with
patrons, to front and back of the house interactions, to stories of violence, of sexual
assault, to drug and alcohol abuse and more have been recorded. Some of the stories
seem unreal. Some are so outrageous and absurd that one can hardly believe they could
have happened.

This aspect of my thesis is inspired by Janet Cardiff. She controls sound like few
contemporary artists. In her audio-walks she incorporates experiential sound pieces into
cityscapes. These audio-walks take participants through city streets wearing headphones.
Cardiff’s voice guides the participants through a cityscape via fragmented storytelling,
which shapes the participant’s experience of the familiar.

Janet Cardiff, Her Long Black Hair (2004)
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Recurring themes arose in the stories I used in my own piece. Among those themes were
stories about disrespect and stories about coping. I felt as though the chance to talk about
these experiences helped relieve some of the residual negativity that we carried away
from that work environment. And perhaps our stories will help shed some light on how
that industry affects the workers within it.
“Listening to individual testimonies acts as a counterpoint to generalizations and
provide important touchstones against which to review the collective version, it
gives development workers access to the views and experience of more
marginalized groups, such as the elderly, women, ethnic minorities, the disabled
and children. Bringing in these hidden voices allows a much more subtle
appreciation of the divisions and alliances within societies.”11
These real stories have been stitched into mp3 loops to be played through altered and
embellished headphones. The headphones look like props from the film. I used these
loops to stage an interactive sound performance for the opening of the thesis exhibition.
The four female waitron characters from the film, dressed in their costumes passed these
remade “hors d'oeuvres”, offering the attendees a “sound-bite”. In the courtyard entrance
to the gallery, near the refreshment table, they served up the recorded tales on silver
platters via altered headphones. The headphones were lined into the center of the silver
tray itself and attached to an iPod shuffle concealed in the server’s palm. As the gallerygoer put the headphone to his or her ear, it was the luck of the draw what he or she heard.
It might have been the story about the chef who died of a heroin overdose, the dirty
conditions of a kitchen, or a bar brawl. The Waitron stood with the attendee, while
holding the tray as the attendee held the headphone and listened to the stories. The
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physical proximity of the attendee to the to server who was serving up this story was
meant to keep the experience intimate. I wanted to literally tether the attendee to the
server’s tray so that the attendee would never lose sight of the reality that the waitron
experienced. In some cases, the waitron listened along with the spectator.

Photo-documentation of waitron recording sessions by Hassan Pitts (2009)
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Photo-documentation of waitron recording sessions by Hassan Pitts (2009)
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Photo-documentation of Passed Sound Bites by Hassan Pitts (2009)

The script for my film Lollipop, Don’t Be a Hero was woven from both my own
experiences and those that I collected from currently working and retired waitron. I
pushed the stories to the level of fantasy in keeping with the tradition of revisionist
literature. I incorporated this concept of revisionist literature into my work because I
believe so many of these stories should not have happened, at least not in the way in
which they did. I wanted to examine, remark and even poke fun at the disrespect, the
harassment, the violence and the absurdity waitron face on a regular basis. I wanted to
revisit the stories of my coworkers and re-imagine them in the mode of fantasy. I did so
by using highly stylized lighting, set design, costume design, framing, sound design etc.
I wanted the film to exist as a sort of metaphorical phoenix for the dignity we have lost.
It is a phoenix singing: “If that’s all there is, my friends, then lets keep dancing…”12
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The script for Lollipop was very much inspired by the Japanese film Afterlife by Koreeda
Hirokazu which is a poetic narrative film about memory. In the film, the recently
departed are channeled into a location in which they have one week to pick one memory
about their life which is the only one they will carry into eternity. The film incorporates
some of the real memories of the people who are cast as the departed. Pieces of the
memories are scripted and some are real which toys with fact and fiction. That strategy
gave me license and inspiration to play with the dialog of memory in my piece. As a
result, I wove the personal stories of my comrades into my script.

Film still from Koreeda Hirokazu’s Afterlife (1998)

I first created environments for the narratives. I researched books and collections of
pictures of the most innovative and experimental interior design for restaurants.13 I was
drawn to restaurant designs located in Hong Kong in particular because of their
grandiosity and the spectacle they offered. Those restaurants used sculptures suspended
from ceilings, great round banquet tables, flowing fabric and textured walls. Such
spectacular environments were the inspiration for the set design of Lollipop.14
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I hung a tremendous amount of white fabric with varying texture and opacity to form the
walls of the main dining room. The fabric diffused natural light and additional lights
placed behind the fabric added to the soft, dreamy effect. During the shoot, we further
heightened the surreal atmosphere by adding smoke. The tables were draped with
flowing material to add an air of luxury.

The films wardrobe was inspired by the steam-punk aesthetic,15 and included lots of
neutrals and juxtaposing textures. Things like lace and burlap and leather in the same
outfit, stripes and polka dots. The wardrobe was stitched together with ornately
reconstructed clothing and embellishments. Texture and pattern were a huge concern. I
wanted these personalities to stand out, both against the flowing white walls, and the
hectic bar area. Because social dynamics are a key element of the piece, I wanted the
individual characters to stand out.

The costumes for the staff were exaggerated black

and white wait-staff uniforms.

Steampunk example: image from Joei Reed’s Hats 16
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Steampunk example: image from Kat Bret Photography17

Like the two Marias in Metropolis18, each of the staff characters was given a patron
doppelganger. Doing this leveled the field, and allowed no one innocence. All of the
characters were suspect, just like the good and evil versions of Maria. They were capable
of evoking both empathy and scorn.

Each of the four main female characters lightly mirrored aspects of the varying stages of
my own experience. Lollipop, played by Holly Lamberta was a fresh faced, wide-eyed
kid staring in disbelief at the weirdness unfolding around her. Lollipop represented a
naive malleable teenager first entering the business.

Pritti, the character played by Nia Burks was continuously and understandably nervous
because though young, she has already seen enough of the restaurant industry to know
things are not right. She finds herself in degrading situations that spiral out of control.
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Pritti represented someone with a couple of years of experience, who was perhaps about
twenty-two years old.

Mergatroid, played by Lilly Lamberta, was a slightly hungover waitron, totally bemused,
and even downright angry at the realities of the industry. She has seen enough to know
better but can’t figure out how to get out of it. She is the shift manager the younger
waitron go to her for direction. Mergatoid is twenty-seven and is caught full swing in the
destructive cycle of fast cash and negative coping mechanisms inherent in the industry.

Minerva, played by Heather Bailey, floats through the shift a little bit glazed. Perhaps
she is drinking on the job, has been doing this a LONG time and realizes there is nothing
worth getting too worked up about. She has dismissed all of mankind as thoroughly evil,
but understands how to work most situations to her advantage. Minerva has the most
experience of the crew, but declines management positions because they aren’t worth her
time. She is thirty-one and is planning her great exodus from the industry.

The majority of Lollipop, Don’t Be a Hero was shot in 35mm film, the language of
Hollywood, and subsequently the language of fantasy. Because so many of the stories
recounted are nearly unbelievable, I pushed the film to elevate the memories into the
larger-than-life realm of the fantastical. I wanted to heighten the things that perhaps
should not have happened, and expose them for the outrageous qualities they possessed.
Small portions of the project are also captured in HD video, which appears garish against
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the soft and beautiful quality of the film. Video is often the language of memory as it is
put to home use for capturing and storing. It is important to me to jar the viewer out of
this dream space to and remind him or her of the facts, which just as in dreams, stem
from the unconscious.

The score of Lollipop anchored the visuals to an emotional space. The score acted as
sonic poetry, which heightens emotion and builds tension. Tension was also highlighted
by the use of color. I choose to sometimes drain and to sometimes restore the color of the
piece at key moments of emotion. Hollywood has often used color to remark on the
dream/reality dynamic. One of the earliest uses of this is in The Wizard of Oz, where life
and reality exist n black and white, and the dream world of Oz is in vibrant color. I
wanted to reference that in my piece, but still let the question of dream or reality float in
and out.

The pace of the film was affected by slowing down and/or speeding up key movements in
order to draw attention to specific moments. I also included a regular rhythm of negative
space through cuts to black which functions partially to build tension.
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Film stills from Lollipop, Don’t Be a Hero (2009)
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Conclusion

Born out frustration and a desire to reclaim reality, my thesis work largely exists within a
realm of imagined emotional space where defiance and absurdity revolutionize mundane
facts. The work operates under the continuous supposition that another world is possible.

My thesis is about frustration and my goal was to give a voice to a specific section of the
working class. Using the restaurant industry, seemed to be a way to approach both the
personal and the universal. This work is based on personal experience. The sheer
number of people who have shared this work experience brings the topic to a broader,
more universal arena in which to open a discussion of class and social interaction. While
there is a considerable amount of negativity revolving around the restaurant industry, not
every person who has worked as a waitron has sustained trauma. There are positive
aspects of the job. Waitron usually work less hours in a work week for comparable pay
and the social aspect of the business can be positive and filled with the potential to
socially network. Never the less, even people who have worked only a few years in the
business can attest to the frustration produced by lack of respect. This thesis work speaks
to that frustration.

Both parts of my thesis poject incorporated the experience of other people. This allowed
for the reiteration of how widespread frustration is among people employed by the
restaurant industry. It was the goal of my thesis to channel the frustration into a positive,
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cathartic discussion. I wanted to first highlight and discuss experience, then to reimagine the experience in an absurd fantasy.
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